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Abstract

The ability to accurately monitor alterations in sperm motility is paramount to understanding multiple genetic and biochemical perturbations impacting normal fertilization. Computer-aided sperm analysis (CASA) of human sperm typically reports motile percentage and kinematic parameters at the population level, and uses kinematic gating methods to identify subpopulations such as progressive or hyperactivated sperm. The goal of this study was to develop an automated method that classifies all patterns of human sperm motility during in vitro capacitation following the removal of seminal plasma. We visually classified CASA tracks of 2817 sperm from 18 individuals and used a support vector machine-based decision tree to compute four hyperplanes that separate five classes based on their kinematic parameters. We then developed a web-based program, CASAnova, which applies these equations sequentially to assign a single classification to each motile sperm. Vigorous sperm are classified as progressive, intermediate, or hyperactivated, and nonvigorous sperm as slow or weakly motile. This program correctly classifies sperm motility into one of five classes with an overall accuracy of 89.9%. Application of CASAnova to capacitating sperm populations showed a shift from predominantly linear patterns of motility at initial time points to more vigorous patterns, including hyperactivated motility, as capacitation proceeds. Both intermediate and hyperactivated motility patterns were largely eliminated when sperm were incubated in noncapacitating medium, demonstrating the sensitivity of this method. The five CASAnova classifications are distinctive and reflect kinetic parameters of washed human sperm, providing an accurate, quantitative, and high-throughput method for monitoring alterations in motility.
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Summary Sentence
A CASA-based support vector machine model of human sperm motility provides rapid, accurate, and quantitative analysis of all motile sperm in a population.
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Introduction
The utilization of computer-aided sperm analysis (CASA) to analyze sperm motility has proven successful in studies of sperm function in multiple species. CASA detects the position of sperm heads in multiple microscopic fields and uses algorithms to generate tracks monitoring sperm movement over a short interval, with kinematic parameters describing sperm velocities and proxy measurements for tail movement. Standard parameters include average path velocity (VAP), straight-line velocity (VSL), curvilinear velocity (VCL), amplitude of lateral head displacement (ALH), beat cross frequency (BCF), straightness (STR, VSL/VAP), and linearity (LIN, VSL/VCL). Population means or medians of these individual parameters have been used to monitor motility changes in response to certain treatments or genetic perturbations [1–3], but are not necessarily reflective of changes in physiologically important patterns of motility.

Gating methods that set threshold values for specific kinetic parameters are often used to classify subsets of sperm populations with distinct patterns of motility. Immediately after collection, sperm typically exhibit rapid, linear motility, producing CASA tracks that are predominantly classified as progressive based on thresholds for STR and VAP. Sperm with VAP ≥ 25 μm/s are considered rapid, based on earlier World Health Organization (WHO) recommendations for visually assessing motility in semen samples [4]. During capacitation in the female reproductive tract or in media mimicking the oviducal environment, a portion of the sperm population exhibits altered flagellar beating patterns to become hyperactivated [5]. This vigorous, less progressive form of motility may facilitate sperm transport in the oviduct and is thought to generate forces important for penetrating the zona pellucida [6]. Both the onset and duration of hyperactivation are critical, as genetic perturbations of these events are associated with infertility [7–10]. Clinical studies indicate that hyperactivation of human sperm is correlated with fertility [11–13] and that calcium signaling mediates this functional change in motility patterns [14, 15]. In CASA analyses, hyperactivated human sperm are identified by setting threshold gates for a combination of kinematic parameters [14, 16–22], most frequently VCL ≥ 150 μm/s, LIN ≤ 50%, and ALH ≥ 7 μm for sperm analyzed at 60 Hz [17].

Our CASA analyses of mouse sperm identified both vigorous and nonvigor patterns of motility that developed during in vitro capacitation [23]. Therefore, we developed a new approach to rapidly classify each motile sperm within a population as progressive, intermediate, hyperactivated, slow, or weakly motile [23]. This method combines support vector machine (SVM) equations, a commonly used method of supervised machine learning, into a multiclass decision tree that uses all five independent kinematic parameters to classify the motility pattern of individual sperm [24]. CASAnova, the automated software version of this model, has proven useful for analyzing the effects of genetic and metabolic alterations on sperm motility [25–28]. For example, this method revealed distinct differences in sperm motility between founder strains and in extinct lines of the Collaborative Cross [29, 30]. It has been used to assess the impact of protectants on sperm hyperactivation following cryopreservation [31] and to monitor calcium ionophore stimulation of hyperactivation in sterile knockout models [32]. These studies demonstrate the power of identifying multiple patterns of sperm motility in a standardized way that can be compared across studies and between research groups.

To our knowledge, CASA guidelines have not been developed for classifying all motility patterns of human sperm after processing to remove seminal plasma. Only the gates for hyperactivated sperm were established using processed sperm samples since seminal plasma inhibits hyperactivation [17]. Since velocities and other CASA parameters increase significantly in processed human samples [33–35], “rapid” and other designations based on semen samples do not discriminate differences across the full range of kinetic parameters exhibited by washed sperm. Therefore, we adapted the CASAnova method for the analysis of human sperm after determining that human and mouse sperm undergo similar changes in vigorous and nonvigorous motility patterns during capacitation. This study describes the development of the human CASAnova model, assesses its performance under different conditions, and compares its results with current gating methods that define motility patterns for subsets within a sperm population.

Materials and methods
Study design and ethics
The design and procedures used in the study were approved by the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Institutional Review Board. All subjects were at least 18 years of age. Informed written consent was obtained from all subjects prior to collection of any material. Subjects were recruited from the greater Charlotte, NC area in response to mass emails, ads in print media, social media, and flyers advertising a separate study at the UNC Nutrition Research Institute in Kannapolis, NC.

Chemicals and reagents
Isolete Concentrate, human tubal fluid (HTF) medium and modified HTF (mHTF) medium were obtained from Irvine Scientific (Irvine, CA, USA). All other chemicals and reagents were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA) unless otherwise noted.

Sample collection and processing
Subjects were asked to refrain from sexual activity for 72 h prior to collection. Semen was collected by masturbation into sterile 50 ml sample cups. Samples were then incubated for 30 min at 37°C under 5% CO2 in air to allow liquefaction. Semen volume was measured with a pipette, and the sample was then gently layered over 2 ml of Isolate diluted to 45% (v/v) with mHTF medium that had been pre-warmed at 37°C. The mHTF medium contains 101.6 mM NaCl, 4.7 mM KCl, 0.37 mM KH2PO4, 0.2 mM MgSO4·7H2O, 2 mM CaCl2, 21 mM HEPES, 4 mM sodium bicarbonate 2.78 mM glucose, 0.33 mM pyruvate, and 21.4 mM lactate and is supplemented with 5 mg/ml bovine serum albumin. This medium does not induce capacitation due to its reduced bicarbonate content [36, 37]. Samples were centrifuged at 300 × g for 20 min at 37°C. This single layer step gradient removes semen constituents and round cells
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in the upper layer and collects sperm in the pellet [38, 39], enabling subsequent motility analysis of all sperm in the sample. The resulting sperm pellets were washed twice with 3 ml each mHTF followed by centrifugation at 300 × g for 10 min at 37°C. Sperm were then resuspended in 1 ml mHTF, and an aliquot was taken for determination of sperm count and concentration. All samples used in the training of the model exceeded lower reference limits for sperm count and motility according to the WHO guidelines [40].

Analysis of sperm motility

Washed sperm pellets were resuspended and diluted at least 1:20 (to reduce the likelihood of tracking errors due to high concentrations of sperm per field) in HTF complete medium (containing 25 mM sodium bicarbonate and no HEPES) and incubated at 37°C under 5% CO2 in air, conditions which support sperm capacitation [41, 42]. Motility was assessed at 1-h intervals over a 5-h incubation period. Noncapacitating control samples were also dilute at least 1:20 in mHTF. Using a large-bore pipette tip, each sperm aliquot was loaded into a Microtool semen analysis slide with a depth of 20 μm (Cytonix, Beltsville, MD) and motility was analyzed using a Hamilton Thorne IVOS II Clinical Analysis System (Hamilton Thorne Biosciences, Beverly, MA). Human Motility II software (version 14.0) was used to record quantitative parameters of sperm motility, including Field #, Track #, VAP (μm/s), VSL (μm/s), VCL (μm/s), STR (VSL/VAP), LIN (VSL/VCL), ALH (μm), and BCF (Hz). One-second tracks were captured using the following settings: 60 frames per second, 60 frames acquired, minimum contrast = 80, minimum size = 3 pixels, default cell size = 6 pixels, default cell intensity = 160, slow cells counted as motile, low VAP cutoff = 10 μm/s, low VSL cutoff = 0 μm/s, minimum intensity gate = 0.18, maximum intensity gate = 1.21, minimum size gate = 0.56 pixels, maximum size gate = 2.63 pixels, minimum elongation gate = 0 pixels, and maximum elongation gate = 99 pixels. As recommended by the WHO guidelines for semen analysis [40], we recorded a total of ~200–400 sperm in 20 adjacent, nonoverlapping fields for each sample at each time point, and tracks containing less than 30 points were excluded from further analysis. The percentage of motile sperm in each population was determined, and kinematic parameters of each track at each time point were recorded in database text (DBT) files. Where appropriate, the SORT function was used to identify the number of tracks meeting kinematic threshold gates (VCL ≥ 150 μm/s, LIN ≥ 50%, ALH ≥ 7 μm) previously defined for hyperactivated tracks [17].

Human CASAnova model training

Time points from multiple samples were visually assessed to identify the intervals with the most diverse patterns of motility. As the 3-h time point displayed a good diversity of motility patterns, we used this time point to create the CASAnova training set, with all individual tracks scored by at least two trained observers. Since the observed motility patterns closely approximated those identified for mouse sperm, previously published criteria were used to classify individual tracks as progressive, intermediate, hyperactivated, slow, and weakly motile [23]. These criteria incorporated strict guidelines to distinguish these classes based on deviation from the average path, angles between adjacent points in the track, and the overall length of the track (details are provided in the Results section). We examined published examples of CASA tracks from human sperm identified as hyperactivated [16, 18, 34, 43, 44] to ensure that our criteria were consistent with accepted standards for human hyperactivation. Consequently, all hyperactivated tracks included in the dataset exhibited angles >90° between consecutive points along the majority of the path. The corresponding kinematic parameters for each motility class were identified from DBT files and manually grouped according to their visual classification in a Microsoft Excel sheet to create a training set. These parameters and classifications were loaded into Matlab (version 2014b; The Mathworks), and the LIBSVM library was used to generate SVM equations that delineate motility groups using the same decision-tree topology employed for mouse sperm [23]. Each SVM equation was trained with the training set using a K-fold cross validation approach [45]. We determined the overall classification accuracy (true positives/n) and class-specific performance measures (precision, sensitivity, and specificity) using the multiclass confusion matrix approach [46].

Statistical analysis

Statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism 6 (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA, USA). Most data are presented as mean values ± SEM. Medians and ranges for kinematic parameters are shown in Figure 3. Statistical significance between percentages was determined using two-tailed unpaired t-tests after arcsine transformation of percentages. For statistical analyses comparing methods for identifying hyperactivated sperm (Figure 7), statistical differences were determined with one-way ANOVA followed by Dunnett’s post test for multiple comparisons. Differences were considered to be significant if P < 0.05.

Results

Classification of sperm motility

Analysis of CASA tracks for human sperm from 18 individuals showed changes in motility patterns during capacitation. Progressive linear motility was predominant at initial time points (Figure 1A), with the subsequent appearance of less linear patterns (Figure 1B). Since the track patterns observed during this incubation were very similar to the five motility groups initially reported for mouse sperm [23], we applied the same SVM approach to determine if we could develop a robust CASAnova model for the classification of human sperm motility patterns. We visually classified tracks from capacitating sperm incubated for 3 h in HTF medium to generate a training data set for this model, since this time point displayed good diversity in motility patterns. Each track was classified by at least two trained observers as progressive (Figure 2A), intermediate (Figure 2B), hyperactivated (Figure 2C–E), slow (Figure 2F), or weakly motile (Figure 2G) according to the strict criteria that evaluate track length, deviation from the average path, and angles between adjacent points in the track [23]. Sperm were identified as progressive if the tracks were generally straight with little deviation of the head from the average path of movement and angles <90° between consecutive points along the majority of the path. Intermediate sperm exhibited larger deviations from the average path of movement resulting in wider tracks, with angles between adjacent points of approximately 90° along most of the track. Tracks of hyperactivated sperm covered less forward distance relative to their vigor, displaying large deviations of the head from the path of movement and angles >90° between adjacent points. Slow sperm were similar to progressive sperm but traveled less distance, producing tracks that were generally 50% or less the length of progressive sperm tracks. Lastly, weakly motile sperm displayed sluggish movement with very
little forward progress. Sperm tracks that could not be confidently assessed (overlapping tracks, tracks resulting from morphologically abnormal sperm or sperm that were adherent to the slide, or tracks that did not meet our strict criteria for each motility group) were excluded from the training set to reduce noise and observer bias.

A total of 2817 tracks from 18 individuals were used in the training set, with 1120 tracks classified as progressive, 173 as intermediate, 308 as hyperactivated, 746 as slow, and 470 as weakly motile. The hyperactivated class included star-spin, transitional, and asymmetric motility patterns [16, 34, 43], as shown in Figure 2C–E. The distribution and median values for the kinetic parameters of sperm in each group are displayed as boxplots in Figure 3, illustrating CASA parameter variation within and between CASAnova classes. Mean kinematic values ± SEM for each motility group are shown in Supplementary Table S1 to demonstrate differences between vigorous (progressive, intermediate, hyperactivated) and nonvigorous (slow, weakly motile) motility groups. In general, the means and medians are very similar.

Training of human CASAnova model and software development

Kinematic parameters were used to construct multidimensional scatter plots to show the distribution of sperm in each of the five motility groups (Figure 4A). Human sperm tracks clustered largely according to their visual classification. Briefly, weakly motile tracks (cyan)

Figure 1. Time-dependent changes in sperm motility patterns during in vitro capacitation. Representative images from computer-aided sperm analysis (CASA) of human sperm from a single individual incubated for 0 h (A) or 3 h (B) in HTF complete medium. Gates corresponding to VCL ≥ 150 μm/s, LIN ≤ 50% and ALH ≥ 7 μm were applied to the sperm tracks using the CASA SORT function. These gates identified both the cyan (arrow heads) and green tracks (arrows) as hyperactivated. The green tracks are also classified as non-progressive, based on CASA-dependent settings. Dark blue (#) tracks denote sperm that left the field before analysis was completed. Asterisks denote tracks that meet the criteria of the SORT function, but do not meet our strict criteria of hyperactivated sperm patterns by visual analysis.

Figure 2. Examples of human sperm motility patterns identified during in vitro capacitation. Representative CASA tracks displaying vigorous motility patterns (A–E) after 3 h in capacitating medium were visually classified as progressive (A), intermediate (B), or hyperactivated (C–E). Vigorous motility tracks were enlarged by selecting the track under the software’s EDIT function to highlight the difference between the angles of adjacent points. Tracks displaying nonvigorous motility were classified as either slow or weakly motile (F and G, arrows). The images of these nonvigorous motility patterns include nearby vigorous tracks to illustrate the differences in track length.

displayed the least robust motility and lowest velocities of all tracks. Slow tracks (black) clustered between progressive (pink) and weakly motile tracks, demonstrating the reduction in velocity that delineates vigorous versus nonvigorous motility. The clusters of progressive and hyperactivated (blue) sperm tracks were separated by the cluster of intermediate tracks (green), suggesting that the intermediate patterns may constitute a transitional state between progressive and hyperactivated motility. The distinct spatial clustering of human sperm motility patterns according to their visual classification indicates these patterns are amenable to mathematical separation using multiclass SVM algorithms.

Based on the independent kinematic parameters (VAP, VSL, VCL, ALH, and BCF) for each sperm track in the training set, we used the MatLab’s LIBSVM function to identify a set of four linear equations that partition each motility group according to the
Figure 3. Medians and distributions of kinematic parameters for tracks used in training of human CASAnova model. Kinematic parameters of VAP (A), VSL (B), VCL (C), ALH (D), and BCF (E) for each CASAnova classification are shown as Tukey box plots. Each box displays the limits of the interquartile range (IQR) with horizontal lines at the median, 25th and 75th percentiles. Whiskers indicate the highest data point within 1.5 times the IQR of the upper quartile and the lowest data point with 1.5 times the IQR of the lower quartile, with outliers shown as symbols above and below the whiskers.

Figure 4. Multidimensional clustering of visually classified sperm tracks and generation of a multiclass SVM model. Sperm incubated for 3 h in HTF complete medium were visually classified according to motility pattern to generate a training set for human CASAnova. Tracks were then plotted as a function of their independent kinematic parameters (VAP, VSL, VCL, ALH, and BCF) in a multidimensional scatter plot (A). VAP, VSL, and VCL axes are shown in this plot. Progressive sperm are represented in the bottom right cluster. Intermediate sperm are clustered in the center-right of the plot while hyperactivated sperm are clustered in the top center portion of the plot. Slow sperm and weakly motile sperm are clustered in the bottom center and bottom left of the plot, respectively. (B) Decision tree model demonstrating how SVM equations are sequentially applied to CASA track parameters to identify sperm motility patterns.
decision tree shown in Figure 4B. This was done by randomly dividing the training set into five groups, where four groups were used as a training set of data and the remaining group was used to test the accuracy of the equations. This process was repeated 100 times, and the best set of SVM equations was identified. The four SVM equations (Supplementary Table S2) in the set include the five independent CASA parameters structured as follows: $\text{SVM} = C_1(V_{\text{AP}}) + C_2(V_{\text{SL}}) + C_3(V_{\text{CL}}) + C_4(\text{ALH}) + C_5(\text{BCF}) + b$, where the coefficient $C_i$ of each parameter reflects its weight in determining the outcome of the equation, and $b$ is an equation-specific constant value. The equations are applied sequentially, as depicted in Figure 4B. First, the model takes the CASA parameters for each track and inputs them into a binary SVM. If the product of the equation is greater than or equal to zero, the track is classified as vigorous. If the result is less than zero, the track is classified as nonvigorou.

After defining two groups with the initial equation, the process is performed with additional equations to classify vigorous sperm as progressive, intermediate, or hyperactivated, and nonvigorou sperm as slow or weakly motile. Performance measures (Table 1) were calculated from a confusion matrix, specifying the number of correct and incorrect CASAnova classification for each of the five motility groups (Supplementary Table S3). The overall accuracy of this model is 89.92%, with individual precisions ranging from 85.83% for sperm classified as slow to 95.30% for sperm classified as hyperactivated (Table 1). Sensitivity and specificity measures for all five classes are also provided in Table 1.  

We generated human sperm-specific CASAnova software that incorporates these four SVM equations to automatically classify individual human sperm tracks. This program utilizes CASA-generated track files containing the independent CASA parameters for each motile track. CASAnova applies the SVM equations to individual sperm tracks and generates a summary showing the total number of sperm that were classified into each motility group and the percentage of motile tracks in each group. The CASAnova software was developed into a web-based platform and is available for use at http://www.ucncr.org/casanova. The original software for mouse sperm is also available for use at this site.

### Motility profiles throughout in vitro capacitation

To assess temporal changes in motility patterns during the in vitro capacitation of human sperm, we used our human CASAnova model to monitor motility at 1-h intervals throughout a 5-h time course (Figure 5). All motile sperm from the original 18 subjects and 8 additional subjects were included in this analysis. The average percentage of motile tracks in each group. The CASAnova software calculates from a confusion matrix, specifying the number of correct and incorrect CASAnova classifications. The overall accuracy of this model is 89.92%, with individual precisions ranging from 85.83% for sperm classified as slow to 95.30% for sperm classified as hyperactivated. Performance measures (Table 1) were calculated from a confusion matrix, specifying the number of correct and incorrect CASAnova classifications for each of the five motility groups (Supplementary Table S3). The overall accuracy of this model is 89.92%, with individual precisions ranging from 85.83% for sperm classified as slow to 95.30% for sperm classified as hyperactivated. Sensitivity and specificity measures for all five classes are also provided in Table 1.

We generated human sperm-specific CASAnova software that incorporates these four SVM equations to automatically classify individual human sperm tracks. This program utilizes CASA-generated track files containing the independent CASA parameters for each motile track. CASAnova applies the SVM equations to individual sperm tracks and generates a summary showing the total number of sperm that were classified into each motility group and the percentage of motile tracks in each group. The CASAnova software was developed into a web-based platform and is available for use at http://www.ucncr.org/casanova. The original software for mouse sperm is also available for use at this site.

### Motility profiles of capacitating human sperm

Motility was monitored at 1-h intervals by CASA. Independent parameters generated in these analyses were then used to classify all motile sperm using the human CASAnova program. Bars represent the mean ± SEM of motile tracks from 26 individuals. Differences between motility groups at corresponding time points were determined by one-way ANOVA after arcsine transformation of percentages followed by Dunnett’s post test for multiple comparisons with time 0 as a control. * $P < 0.05$, ** $P < 0.01$, *** $P < 0.001$, **** $P < 0.0001$.

Motility profiles of capacitating human sperm. Motility was monitored at 1-h intervals by CASA. Independent parameters generated in these analyses were then used to classify all motile sperm using the human CASAnova program. Bars represent the mean ± SEM of motile tracks from 26 individuals. Differences between motility groups at corresponding time points were determined by one-way ANOVA after arcsine transformation of percentages followed by Dunnett’s post test for multiple comparisons with time 0 as a control. * $P < 0.05$, ** $P < 0.01$, *** $P < 0.001$, **** $P < 0.0001$.

Motility profiles of capacitating human sperm. Motility was monitored at 1-h intervals by CASA. Independent parameters generated in these analyses were then used to classify all motile sperm using the human CASAnova program. Bars represent the mean ± SEM of motile tracks from 26 individuals. Differences between motility groups at corresponding time points were determined by one-way ANOVA after arcsine transformation of percentages followed by Dunnett’s post test for multiple comparisons with time 0 as a control. * $P < 0.05$, ** $P < 0.01$, *** $P < 0.001$, **** $P < 0.0001$.

Motility profiles of capacitating human sperm. Motility was monitored at 1-h intervals by CASA. Independent parameters generated in these analyses were then used to classify all motile sperm using the human CASAnova program. Bars represent the mean ± SEM of motile tracks from 26 individuals. Differences between motility groups at corresponding time points were determined by one-way ANOVA after arcsine transformation of percentages followed by Dunnett’s post test for multiple comparisons with time 0 as a control. * $P < 0.05$, ** $P < 0.01$, *** $P < 0.001$, **** $P < 0.0001$.

Motility profiles of capacitating human sperm. Motility was monitored at 1-h intervals by CASA. Independent parameters generated in these analyses were then used to classify all motile sperm using the human CASAnova program. Bars represent the mean ± SEM of motile tracks from 26 individuals. Differences between motility groups at corresponding time points were determined by one-way ANOVA after arcsine transformation of percentages followed by Dunnett’s post test for multiple comparisons with time 0 as a control. * $P < 0.05$, ** $P < 0.01$, *** $P < 0.001$, **** $P < 0.0001$.
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Motility profiles of capacitating human sperm. Motility was monitored at 1-h intervals by CASA. Independent parameters generated in these analyses were then used to classify all motile sperm using the human CASAnova program. Bars represent the mean ± SEM of motile tracks from 26 individuals. Differences between motility groups at corresponding time points were determined by one-way ANOVA after arcsine transformation of percentages followed by Dunnett’s post test for multiple comparisons with time 0 as a control. * $P < 0.05$, ** $P < 0.01$, *** $P < 0.001$, **** $P < 0.0001$.

Motility profiles of capacitating human sperm. Motility was monitored at 1-h intervals by CASA. Independent parameters generated in these analyses were then used to classify all motile sperm using the human CASAnova program. Bars represent the mean ± SEM of motile tracks from 26 individuals. Differences between motility groups at corresponding time points were determined by one-way ANOVA after arcsine transformation of percentages followed by Dunnett’s post test for multiple comparisons with time 0 as a control. * $P < 0.05$, ** $P < 0.01$, *** $P < 0.001$, **** $P < 0.0001$.
Vigorous motility patterns are reduced significantly when human sperm are incubated under noncapacitating conditions. Sperm samples from eight individuals were split and incubated for 5 h in either HTF (capacitating, solid lines) or mHTF (noncapacitating, dashed lines) medium. Aliquots were assessed for motility at 1-h intervals, and motility profiles were determined by CASAnova. Bars represent the mean ± SEM of motile tracks. Differences between motility groups at corresponding time points were determined by two-tailed unpaired t-test after arcsine transformation of percentages. ∗ P < 0.05, ** P < 0.01, *** P < 0.001, **** P < 0.0001.

30% slow sperm when incubated in capacitating medium (Figure 6B). This increase in slow motility patterns was accompanied by decreases in all vigorous motility groups, including progressive sperm motility (Figure 6C). Both intermediate and hyperactivated motility were greatly reduced in noncapacitating sperm, although a small percentage (mean = 2.07 ± 0.83% at 1 h) of sperm were hyperactivated (Figure 6D and E). The mean percentages of weakly motile sperm were comparable in both media, remaining ~31% throughout the incubation.

Comparison of CASAnova vs kinematic gating approaches for identifying hyperactivation

Tracks are typically identified as hyperactivated based on kinematic gates, most frequently tracks with VCL ≥ 150 μm/s, LIN ≤ 50%, and ALH ≥ 7 μm when analyzed at 60 Hz [17]. Using these gates, we found that many of the tracks identified as hyperactivated (cyan or green tracks in Figure 1) were predominantly linear (tracks with asterisks in Figure 1) and distinct from typical hyperactivated tracks identified by visual inspection [16, 34, 43]. Tracks identified as hyperactivated with these gates were frequently observed at the initial time point (Figure 1A), prior to in vitro capacitation. Consequently, the gating approach appeared to overestimate the percentage of hyperactivated sperm. To evaluate CASAnova’s ability to detect hyperactivation in human sperm, we compared the percentages of hyperactivated tracks identified with three methods: visual counting by a skilled observer not involved in the training of the model, kinematic gates (VCL ≥ 150 μm/s, LIN ≤ 50%, and ALH ≥ 7 μm), and CASAnova. Sperm samples from 13 individuals were selected randomly, and a set CASA tracks was collected for each sample immediately after resuspension in HTF complete medium (0 h, 274.4 ± 55.3 sperm tracks per sample, Figure 7A) and after 3 h incubation in capacitating medium (271.3 ± 47.2 sperm tracks per sample, Figure 7B). The percentage of hyperactivated tracks in each set was assessed using these three methods. At time 0 h, visual estimates of hyperactivation ranged from 0% to 10.2%, with a mean of 2.82 ± 0.83%. The percentages of hyperactivated sperm identified by kinematic gating at 0 h were consistently and significantly higher relative to visual analyses, with a mean of 9.54 ± 2.87% (P < 0.05 relative to visual assessment). CASAnova, by contrast, calculated a mean of 3.62 ± 1.06% hyperactivated sperm at this initial time point. After incubation in HTF complete medium for 3 h, the mean percentage of hyperactivated sperm was 8.74 ± 1.79% determined by visual inspection and 8.87 ± 1.86% by CASAnova (Figure 6B). Kinematic gates calculated the percentage of hyperactivated sperm as 23.31 ± 3.28% at this time point (P < 0.0001 vs. visual calculations). The gating estimates of hyperactivated sperm were higher than the combined percentages of hyperactivated and intermediate motility patterns identified by CASAnova at both 0 (2.78 ± 1.4%) and 3 h (10.6 ± 2.78%). Therefore, the inclusion of an intermediate motility pattern in the CASAnova method does not explain the difference in the percentage of hyperactivated sperm calculated with this method and kinematic gating.

To better understand the differences between sperm classified as hyperactivated using kinematic gates or CASAnova, all the tracks identified as hyperactivated with gates in Figure 7A and B were assessed to determine how these tracks were classified by CASAnova (Figure 7C and D). At 0 h, CASAnova classified 53.27 ± 8.54% of the gated tracks as progressive and 12.67 ± 4.03% as intermediate, with only 26 ± 8.1% classified as hyperactivated (Figure 7C). The lower percentages of hyperactivated motility identified by CASAnova
better reflect the expected physiological state of sperm at the initial time point, since the onset of robust hyperactivation only occurs after time spent in capacitation medium [47, 48]. The CASAnova classification of gated tracks after 3 h in capacitating medium was also assessed (Figure 7D). As expected, a higher percentage (35 ± 5.8%) of these tracks was identified as hyperactivated. Most of the remaining gated tracks were distributed between progressive and intermediate motility groups (32.6 ± 6.34% and 18.4 ± 3.29%, respectively).

Discussion

This study employed a standard supervised machine learning method to develop the first detailed CASA guidelines for classifying all motility patterns of human sperm that occur during in vitro capacitation after processing to remove seminal plasma. Machine learning methods are becoming increasingly important computational tools in science and medicine [49, 50]. The SVM-based decision tree method performs well as a classification algorithm because it determines a set of optimal hyperplanes that separate classes [51, 52]. These unique hyperplanes are optimal in the sense that they identify the largest possible margin between individuals in different classes. There is no subjectivity in selecting the hyperplanes since each is computed as a straightforward linear optimization.

The initial step in developing our CASAnova model was the preparation of a training set of visually classified sperm tracks. To minimize subjectivity, we employed strict criteria for the identification of three classes of vigorous motility (progressive, intermediate, and hyperactivated) and two classes of nonvigorous motility (slow and weakly motile). Our criteria were based on published examples of human sperm tracks and on similarities with mouse sperm tracks used in the training set for our original CASAnova model [23]. Only CASA tracks that met our stringent criteria and were consistently classified by at least two observers were included in our training set of 2817 human sperm tracks. Multidimensional scatter plots of velocity parameters (Figure 4A) confirmed that our classifica-
tion criteria distinguish five distinct motility patterns. We then used the SVM approach to develop the CASAnova model based on the independent kinematic parameters of sperm tracks in our training set. CASAnova for human sperm includes four SVM equations (Supplementary Table S2), with each equation defining a hyperplane between two classes of sperm motility. This model was optimized by conducting 100 independent iterations with our training set of CASA tracks. The final model performed with an overall accuracy of 89.9%, with individual class precisions between 85.8% and 95.3%.

We used CASAnova to classify all motile sperm in samples from 26 individuals at 1-h intervals throughout a 5-h in vitro capacitation period (Figure 5). More than 26 000 motile sperm were automatically classified in this experiment, enabling a rapid and quantitative analysis of changes in human sperm motility that occur during capacitation. Comparable percentages of vigorous and nonvigorously motile were maintained throughout the 5-h incubation period. In similar analyses of mouse sperm, vigorous motility was ∼80% immediately after isolation, but declined to ∼50% within 90 min [23]. Approximately 20% of human sperm were identified as weakly motile throughout the incubation period compared to ∼10% of mouse sperm, perhaps reflecting greater heterogeneity of sperm quality in humans [53]. In both species, progressive patterns were predominant at the initial time point, with subsequent increases in intermediate and hyperactivated motility patterns apparent after capacitation for 1 h. Additional experiments confirmed the reproducibility of the CASAnova classification (Supplementary Table S4) and demonstrated that both intermediate and hyperactivated motility patterns are dependent upon incubation under capacitating conditions (Figure 6).

CASA settings used to classify human sperm motility patterns typically rely on gating methods and reflect recommendations in the WHO guidelines for semen analysis. The fourth edition of these guidelines [4] recommended classification of progressive motility as rapid (≥25 μm/s) or slow (<25 μm/s and >5 μm/s), based on visual assessment with a standard microscope. Difficulties in assessing this distinction microbiologically led to its elimination in the fifth edition [40]. Nevertheless, clinically important differences between rapid and slow sperm have been reported (reviewed in [54]), and CASA recommendations still suggest this distinction based on combinations of VAP, VSL, and STR criteria. An important goal of our CASAnova model was to identify distinct categories of motility and provide a single classification for each motile sperm in a population. Both published CASA analyses [55, 56] and our results indicate that washed human sperm with vigorous motility have VAP values that are significantly higher than the 25 μm/s cutoff recommended for identifying “rapid” sperm in semen samples [4]. The CASAnova model effectively distinguishes vigorous sperm (progressive, intermediate, and hyperactivated) with average VAP values near 90 μm/s from the nonvigorously motile categories of slow and weakly motile sperm with average VAP values of 55.6 and 23.6 μm/s, respectively (Figure 3 and Supplementary Table S1). The inclusion of nonvigorously motile groups in CASAnova permits more detailed analysis of heterogeneity in sperm motility patterns, which may prove useful for evaluating compounds that either enhance motility for assisted reproduction [57] or inhibit motility in applications such as reproductive toxicology [58, 59] or contraceptive development [60].

To assess the sensitivity of CASAnova in detecting capacitation-dependent changes in human sperm motility, we applied this method to sperm samples that were split and incubated under capacitating or noncapacitating conditions in parallel (Figure 6). In mice, the incubation of sperm in noncapacitating medium led to an inability of sperm to switch from predominantly progressive motility to other forms of vigorous motility [23]. As expected, intermediate and hyperactivated motility patterns were also nearly eliminated when human sperm were incubated under noncapacitating conditions. Unlike mouse sperm, however, human sperm motility was predominantly slow in the absence of bicarbonate, suggesting that capacitation-associated signals trigger a burst of activity that accelerates sperm velocity. This burst in progressive sperm motility in response to bicarbonate is rapid, as initial time points were typically completed within 2 min of dilution into capacitating medium. These results demonstrate that CASAnova is able to reflect changes in motility patterns during capacitation in association with perturbations in bicarbonate-dependent signaling pathways.

Like sperm from several mammalian species, hyperactivated human sperm display large amplitude flagellar waves causing side-to-side movement of the sperm head with reflex positions relative to the cell axis. We examined both progressive and hyperactivated tracks in studies that were instrumental in identifying characteristic features of human hyperactivation. These earlier studies visually classified sperm motility patterns based on video recordings of flagellar movement [11, 16, 61] and CASA tracks resulting from the consequent changes in sperm head position [34, 43, 62]. Bending in the proximal flagellum increases during hyperactivation, generating characteristic CASA tracks with reduced forward movement, large deviations from the average path, and marked angles between points as sperm change direction. Comparable examples of hyperactivated tracks from our CASA recordings are shown in Figure 2. In addition to track length and displacement from the average path, we examined angles between consecutive points in the track and assessed whether the majority were generally less than, equal to, or greater than 90°. In other studies, angular deviation of the head was also considered to be an important metric for determining if a track is hyperactivated [63, 64]. Sperm tracks identified as hyperactivated by CASAnova exhibited increase in VCL and ALH and decrease in VSL compared to progressive tracks (Figure 3 and Supplementary Table S1), confirming their expected similarities to published examples of hyperactivated tracks [16, 18, 34, 43, 44, 65].

In comparing the percentages of hyperactivated human sperm determined by visual assessment, kinematic gating, and CASAnova, we found that CASAnova more accurately reflected visual estimates of hyper activation (Figure 7). The levels of hyperactivation assessed visually and by CASAnova are lower than those previously reported for human sperm [11, 17, 34]. Multiple factors may contribute to these differences, including variations in sperm processing and heterogeneous between individuals. Also, CASAnova provides a single classification for each motile sperm, unlike standard gates which may classify some tracks as both progressive and hyperactivated (cyan tracks in Figure 1). In this study, we found that many of the sperm tracks identified as hyperactivated using kinematic gates [17] displayed motility patterns identified as intermediate and progressive with CASAnova. Whether the intermediate group constitutes a subtype of hyperactivated motility is unknown, as they are visually distinguishable from transitional hyperactivated sperm (Figure 2) [23] but do not conform to the criteria defining progressive sperm patterns. Nevertheless, inclusion of the intermediate group does not fully explain differences in estimates of hyperactivation, since approximately 40% of sperm tracks designated hyperactivated using gates were identified as progressive with CASAnova. It is interesting to note that intermediate tracks typically exhibit high VCL and ALH values that are comparable to hyperactivated tracks, but have higher VSL values comparable to progressive tracks (Figure 3 and Supplementary Table S1).
Of the approximately 15% of couples affected by reproductive issues, approximately half are due to male factor infertility [66–68]. Up to one third of these cases are classified as idiopathic [69], suggesting that the current methods of assessing sperm function are not capable of detecting many causes of infertility. Since changes in sperm swimming patterns are intrinsically linked to the ability of sperm to fertilize the egg under normal conditions, alterations in these pathways are potential sources of male infertility that may escape notice using conventional sperm analysis. Studies focusing on the basic genetic, molecular, or pharmaceutical control of human sperm motility would benefit from a method enabling a more detailed analysis of all sperm in a population. The ability of CASAnova to assess multiple patterns of sperm motility in a robust, automated, and quantitative manner makes it an attractive option for investigations aimed at translating knowledge gained in mouse models to enhance our understanding of pathways that regulate human sperm motility. In addition, development of the human CASAnova model offers a tool that may prove useful in the clinical assessment of idiopathic infertility.
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